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NEWSLETTER VOL. IX 
FOUNDATION OF LOVE & ACID TEST 

 

Dear Readers, 

 

My partners and I celebrated DCL Pg 1st Anniversary on the 29th of Oct in Penang together with colleagues 

and their families. Time flies if you are to look back but indeed satisfying. And as we walk through the 

journey together in partnership, we have also grown to respect one another better and we matured too. On 

that evening, I shared the story of DCL Pg foundation to everyone in particularly, their families. It all started 

back in 2013 at E&O Hotel that they were lost and was wanting me to give them a reprieve from a negative 

working environment. Honestly at that point of time, I lied about setting up a new company and that they 

will soon come onboard……I actually lied to them……oh geeweez!! Fast forward to 2015 when I resigned 

from my previous employment, news travelled fast and they knew the time has arrived for their exit plan 

but not knowing I never wanted to do anything big as I’ve had enough of corporate bullshit! As much as I 

can delay, I did so!! Delay in giving them hope! Delay as I know not what to do at that time! Delay because 

I wanted a slow and easy working environment. Delay because I actually could enjoy a breakfast (even 

though it tasted lousy…..chuckle!!) and took my time to finish it which I never had this sort of experience 

in the past!!!! 2 months after my exit, my partners & I decided to go full assault because we knew we cannot 

run away from our duty, commitment and our love for them all. Hence, the foundation of DCL Pg on the 

Sept of 2015. 

 

On the 30th of Oct, together we a team, we did the Pg Island Series 7km Fun Run. We had so much fun and 

the end result was we knew we got each other’s back. I thank God for this great journey as we look forward 

to tomorrow’s mysteries and the magnanimous that God has for us. 

 

Acid Test 

Sadly, we had to face a big vol client who wanted us to ‘oil the wheels’. This runs counter to our core 

principle of Anti-Bribery Policy. Our carnal instinct is to oil it yet consciously we know it is still wrong. 

Hence, we decided to leap by faith and not by sight! We dropped the account!  

 

The same and following week, we secured 3 other new client that gives the same business vol and lighter 

in weight for better pricing. And as we walk through the valley of the shadow of death, we will fear no evil 

for our Lord is with us. Your yoke and your staff, they comforts us. You provide us a table in the midst of 

my enemies. And I am just so humbled by these verses for it is and always have been DCLs walk in faith. 

And I am blessed by my team who stands by me through thick and thin. 

 

New Project Updates 

As I’ve shared last month in Vol VIII Newsletter that we have a total of 7 projects in hand, well, it has 

grown to 12 in total. 

 

1) 4 – Go-live initiation taken place 

2) 3 – Observable Buying Action (OBA) secured and 2 pending go-live 

3) 5 – In the pipeline with 2 probable that can be converted into OBA 
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Dec ’16, out of 4, 3 projects go-live schedule will happen as the current milestone activities are in order.  

 

Jan ’17, from the above mentioned last project, it’ll go-live that will see us net RM2mil revenue per month 

 

March, we will see all 3 OBAs projects go-live too! 

 

Apr’17, would all the above projects run smoothly with little hiccup, we are poised to make to meet our 

2017 Budget.  

 

Back to DCL Pg, we look forward to moving into a bigger premise by our 3rdQ where we will own the 

operation than current subcontracting. This will allow us to go on charter hire strategy via a 40’ trailer than 

LCL. What does this translate for our customers??? It simply mean………efficiency!! And efficiency 

means productivity to our northern region customers.  

 

Efficiency + productivity in; 

1) Shorter transit time, i.e., 2~4 days shorter to all ports 

2) Meeting delivery promise 

3) Fixed twice a week departure to Port Klang 

4) Enhanced security in document control 

 

In our own premise, we will have our own employed supervisor and labour come with MHE operator to 

carry out this activity. With the same OS platform, we will be able to control this activity effectively in 

oppose to current outsourced model.  

 

I will look forward updating this northern region progress because it’ll be a leap forward for DCL Pg. 

 

See you all good readers in my next Oct Newsletter! Till then, be safe and work hard!! Ciao ! ! !  
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